
SURVEY SAYS… 
(What recruiters love about  

our platform)

“Managing candidates and  
reqs from one page in a simple 
and fast recruiter experience”

“Easily identifying internal  
candidates that fit  
skill requirements”

“Linking data and reports from 
recruiting to onboarding to  
learning and performance”

With an insurgence of people re-entering the job market, it’s 
becoming increasingly difficult to identify the right person  
for the right role, even when they’re right in front of you. 
Recruiters continue to be overwhelmed with applications,  
and a lack of collaboration with the hiring team leads to  
poor hiring decisions. You need a talent acquisition solution 
that automates the process and facilitates collaboration  
to help hiring teams quickly identify the best-fit candidates. 
Cornerstone Recruiting provides the tools you need to 
streamline tasks and cross-team collaboration, foster  
internal mobility, and visualize data to help the entire hiring 
team make faster and smarter hiring decisions. 

Streamline recruiting processes
Automate tasks and remove bottlenecks with a single page to manage 
all your candidates across all requisitions, and quickly get feedback 
from the hiring team to make smarter, more collaborative hiring 
decisions. Your recruiters can be more effective filling roles for today 
and building a strong pipeline for tomorrow.

Uncover hidden talent
Discover your top internal talent by easily identifying employee skills 
and matching them to jobs. Your employees can see the necessary 
skills for a job and be provided learning recommendations to prepare 
them to take on a new challenge. You can help your employees develop 
their careers, while reducing your time-to-hire and increasing retention. 

Connecting the  
best people with  
great companies

Cornerstone  
Recruiting

https://www.cornerstoneondemand.com/


The most significant improvement 
was an increase in applications  
by 60% and a decrease in time to 
hire by 20%. The long-term impact 
is the improvement in relationships 
between our hiring managers  
and recruiters.” 

Our recruitment teams constantly 
tell me how we’ve made their lives 
easier with Cornerstone Recruiting. 
They efficiently build short lists of 
qualified candidates and quickly 
get the best people hired and 
onboarded around the globe.”
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Cornerstone Recruiting lets you
Create and personalize an unlimited number of  
career pages to meet your diverse needs

Build flexible, mobile-friendly applications to get  
qualified candidates in the door

Foster internal mobility with AI recommendations  
to upskill and develop your employees’ careers

Manage all your requisitions and candidates  
from one place to streamline your recruiting  
workflows

Get real-time, unbiased feedback and  
recommendations from multiple teams to  
strengthen cross-team collaboration

Link data and reports from across the entire  
system to make smarter hiring decisions

Personalize the preboarding and onboarding  
experience so your new hires can be productive  
before their first day

Support all your talent management strategies  
on one platform to further develop your workforc

Hire more intelligently
Make smarter hiring decisions with pre-built and highly 
customizable dashboards. You can view data from across 
the system to get insight into your hiring process and see 
how you’re performing against your hiring goals. You’ll better 
understand how to optimize your hiring strategy for success 
and show the positive outcomes delivered to your business.

Learn how companies around the 
globe use Cornerstone to quickly 
match and onboard the right people  
to the perfect role.  

http://www.cornerstoneondemand.com
https://www.cornerstoneondemand.com/recruiting

